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ALLGEMEINE UNGLEICHUNGEN

12.11. bis 18.11.1995

Tbe seventh Int~rnationa1Cooference 00 General Inequalties was held from
12 to 18 November 1995, at· tbe Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Ober
wolfach (Black Forest, Germany). Tbe organizing committee was comp08ed
of C. Bandie (Basel)~ W.N. Everitt (Birmingham), L. Losonczi (Debrecen
and Kuwait) &Dd W. Walter (Karlsruhe). Wollgang Reichel (Karlsruhe) ser
ved cheerfully and efficiently as secretary of the meeting. The meeting was
attended by 50 participants from 19 countries.

The opening remarks were made by W. Walter who gave a. brief history of
the General Inequalties meetings held a.t Oberwolfach. He remarked that
six members of the first meeting held in 1969 were a.lso at this, the seventh
meeting.

This was the first General Inequalties meeting held at the Institute since the
appointment of tbe new pirector..,. Professor Matthias Kreck. Professor Kreck
had written, in December 1994, to an members of organizing committees for
meetings held at the Institute. In that letter he reported that his overall im~
pression of the meetings is very positive but he considers tbat most meetings
are overloaded with too many talks; he makes the pertinent and significant
point that Oberwolfach is not a conference centre hut a research institute.

The organizing committee for General Inequalties 7 took due note of these
remarks of Professor Kreck and responded by a sensible and structured re
duction in tbe number of programmed lectures, hut at the same time invited
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all the participants to consider organizing informal discussion groups outside
the formal programme. This led to a very successful overall programme for
the meeting and the organizing committee takes this opportuoity to thank
all the participants for their help and cooperation in making arrangements
for the lectures, and for the excellence of their contributions.

The organizing committee thanks Professor Kreck for the opportunity to
meet with hirn during the meeting. The committee pointed out that by the
diverse nature of ioequalities in mathematics the subject lent itself to reports
from a wide basis of areas and applications, and this by itself suggested that
a targer than usual number of lectures js required.

At the end of the week the organizing committee considered that the meeting
had met with the ideas of the Director, and that it had been successful in
arranging for the report of new results in inequalties and in stimulating new
developments in this wide and diverse field of mathematics.

After discussion with Professor Kreck, responsibility for the continuation of
the General· Inequalties meetings at the Institute now passes to a new orga
nizing committee with membership C. Handle (Chairperson, Basel), L. Lo
sonczi (Debrecen and .Kuwait) and M. Plum (Karlsruhe).

A reception was held on the Thursday evening in honour of Wollgang Walter,
who bad attended all seven of the General Inequalties meetings and served
as chairman for all but the first meeting. A special mention was made of
his distinguished contribution to the subject of mathematical inequalities in
carrying editorial responsibility for the published proceedings of all seven of
the meetings. \

Catherine Bandie offered closing comments on the last day of the meeting;
she paid tribute to the high standards set and maintained, firstly by all tbe
participants in contributing to the programme of the meeting, and then to
tbe staff of the Institute for their help and cooperation.

C. BandIe W.N. Everitt
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Vortragsauszüge

J. ACZEL:

Role of inequalities in characterizing selection probabilities with
aggregation (Joint work with G. Maksa)

We suppose that selection probabilities are functions of scale values of the
options from which we select. On oue hand the aggregated probabilities of
each option should be functions of the individual.scale values. We deal with
ratio scales (which are transformed componentwise by linear transformati
ons). These premisses yield a system of functional equations and inequalities.
For disproving a conjecture of A.A.J. Marley about the uniqueness of ~ ~
quently used solution, surprisingly the inequalities keeping the aggregaj~
probabilities between 0 and 1 proved to be most diflicult to satisfy. When
we got a handle of it, we soon got not only a counter-example but also the
general solution. Monotonicity (increasing in one variable, decreasing in the
others), which ia a natural requirement, leads to Curther inequalities.

R.P. AGARWAL and P.Y.H. PANG:

Opial-type inequalities involving higher order partial derivatives 01
two functions

In this paper we offer very general Opial-type inequalities involving higher
order partial derivatives of two functions of two independent variables. From
these inequalities we then deduce extended and improved versions of several
recent results.

C.D. AHLBRANDT:

Connections between discrete variational inequalities, continued
fractioDs, and discrete Riccati equations

Results relating convergence of continued fractions to convergence of an as
sociated series go back to Euler's work in 1762. Relationships between con
vergence of continued Cractions and existence of recessive solutions of linear
recurrences were given by Pincherle in 1894. In 1956 W.T. Reid provided
what has been termed a "Roundabout Theorem" for the continuous case
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which related a number of topics including Jacobi Conditions of the Cal
culus of Variations, existence of solutions of matrix Riccati equations, and
positive definiteness of quadratic functionals. Because of the work of KaI
man, matrix lliccati equations are important to filtering and contro!. In
KaIman's original work, which was developed for control problems arising in
tbe design of tbe space shuttle, tbe Riccati equations are discrete. Discrete
problems are important because of their" role in computer solution of filtering
and contral problems with discrete measurements of variables. A discrete
version of Reid's Roundabout Theorem was given in joint work of Ahlbrandt
and Hooker. A~t deal of research conti'nues to be done on tbe questions of
existence and construction of stabilizing solutions of discrete matrix Riccati
equations. In discrete variational theory, quadratic inequalities are related to
"disconjugacy" in a sense of absense of generalized zeros. Thepurpose of this
paper ia to show in increasing generality that disconjugacy, (in the discrete
case) is a suflicient condition for existence of recessive and dominant soluti
ons and hence provides information about convergence of matrix continued
fractions and about the solution space of discrete matrix· Riccati equations.

M.S. ASHBAUGH:

Inequalities for the first eigenvalue of the clamped plate and buck
Hng problems

in 1877 Rayleigh conjectured that the lowest frequency of vibration of a clam
ped plate of given ~ea occurs when the plate is circular. This conjecture was
finally proved by Nadirashvili in 1992 (with important earlier contributions
due to Szegö and Talenti). An analogous conjecture concerning the critical
buckling load of a clamped plate was made by P6lya and Szegö around 1950.
This conjecture remains open. The talk surveys the state of our knowledge of
these and related problems, ineluding their n-dimensional generalizations. In
particular, we diseuss our recent work with R. Benguria proving Rayleigh's
clamped plate conjecture for dimension 3 (and 2) and with R. Laugesen
proving inequalities for the clamped plate problem (for n ~ 4) and for the
buckling problem. In the latter cases, the inequalities have the form of the
conjectured lower bounds hut contain an unwanted factor slightly less than 1.
Our bounds for the clamped plate problem follow from detailed analysis in
volving Bessel functions, and compare favorahly to earlier bounds of a similar
form due to Talenti. Dur bounds for the buekling problem follow from earlier
bounds due to Payne and Krahn, as first noted by Bramble and Payne.
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M.S. ASHBAUGH and R. BENGURlA:

Proof of the Payne-P6Iya-Weinberger conjecture in 8paces of COD

stant sectional curvature

We consider tbe Dirichlet problem for tbe Laplaee-Beltrami operator defined
on a domain n of sn. Denote by ~l(n) and ~2(n) the two lowest eigenvalues.
Let BI be a geodesie ball in sn baving the same lowest eigenvalue as n, i.e.,
;\1(B1) = ~l(n). If the domain n is containe4 in a hemisphere of sn we
prove that ~2(n) ::5 ~2(Bl) with equality if and only if n ia a geodesie ball.
We also prove that the ratio of the lowest two eigenvalues of a geodesie
ball ia an increasing function of tbe ~adius of tbe ball. These two results
imply tbe PPW conjecture for domains contained in a hemisphere of sn, i.e.,
~2(n)/~1 (0)' :5 ~2(n-)/ ~l (0-), where n- is a geodesie ball having the same
volume as o. Again, equality is attained if and only if n ia a geodesie balt,

R: BADORA:

On the stability and separation theorems for n-additive functions

A function from a product SI x 8 2 X ••• x Sn of semigroups Si, i = 1,2, ... ,n,
into a linear lattice Y is called n-additive [n.subadditive} {n·superadditive} if
and only if it is additive (subadditive) {superadditive} with respect to each
variable.

At first we generalize Albert-Baker's theorem on Hyers-Ulam stability for n
additive functions to the class of amenable semigroups. Using this result we
prove that a pair of functions n-subadditive P and n-superadditive Q defined
on a product SI x 52 X ..• X Sn of amenable semigroups Si, i = 1,2, ... , n,
with values in a complete Archimedean linear lattice Y satisfies

(2) sup {P(Xl, ... ,zn) - Q(XIJ .. ~, zn) : (Xb ... ' Zn) E SI X ... X Sn} E Y

is separated by an n-additive function A : SI x S2 X ••• Sn -+ Y, i.e.,

(3) Q(ZIJ Z2, •.. , Zn) :5 A(ZI' %2, .•. , Zn) :5 P(Z}, %2, ..• , Zn),

for all (XI, Z2, ... , Zn) E SI X 82 X •.. X Sn.

Next we show that, in Abelian case, hypothesis (2) can be replaced by a
wea.ker one.
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C. BENNEWITZ:

On a general version of the HELP inequality

The inequality {fooo lu'12
}2 ~ 4 fo

oo lul2 10
00 lu"12 was·given by Hardy and Litt

lewood in 1932. In 1971 Everitt cODsidered the following generalization:

Is there a finite constant K such that

for functions that malte the right hand side finite, under some technicaJ aB

sumptioos on the coeflieients p and q? Tbe inequality is now kooWn as tbe
HELP inequality. Everitt was ahle to show that the value of K is completely
determined. by the behaviour of the so-ca.lled Neumann m-funetion for the
equation -(pu')' +qu = ;\u on [0,(0). This was tater used by Everitt and
several collaborators to detennine the constant K in all those cases where
the m-function can be explicitly determined. Everitt also showed that the
existence of a finite K (as distinguished from the best value of K) depends
ooly on the behaviour of the m-funetion in a neighbourhood of 0 and 00.

The author considered, in 1984, the following generalization of the HELP
inequality. Let Sand T be ordinary, formally symmetrie differential ex
pressions on areal intervaI I, and let (', ·)5, (', ·)T > 0 be corresponding
Hermitean symmetrie Diriehlet integrals. Consider thepossible existenee of
a finite constant K such that

for all u, v satisfying Su = Tv for whieh the right hand side is finite. A
eharaeterization was given of the constant K which reduees to that of Eve
ritt in his ease, although the m-function was not explicitly mentioned. Here
we show that in cases when an rn-funetion (now matrix-valued) exists, tbe
condition given is of the same form as that of Everitt. A class of examp
les where a finite constant exists is given. We also show that using reeent
asymptotie results for the rn-matrix by Bennewitz and Wood one can give
conditions that guarantee the existence or non-existence of a finite eonstant,
in terms of tbe behaviour of the leading coefficients of Sand T, and of the
spectral eharacter of the origin with respect to a natural boundary condition
assoeiated with the {orms (" ')5, (0, ·)T.
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M. BOHNER:

On positive definiteness of discrete quadratic functionals

We consider a linear Hamiltonian difference system for the so-called singular
case so that discrete Sturm-Liouville equations are included in our theory.
Hy introdueing foeal points of matrix-valued and generalized zeros of vector
valued solutions we define disconjugaey of the system and show tbat tbe sy
stem being disconjugate, Le., the discrete version of the strengthened Jacobi
condition, is equivalent to positive definiteness of a certain d.iscrete qua.dra
tie functional. This Reid Roundabout Theorem gives same more conditions
equivalent to the strengthened Jacobi condition; among them solvability of
a certain Riccati matrix difference equation. As an application of our theo
ry, we treat Stunn-Liouville equatioDS as special Hamiltonian systems '~d
achieve a Reid Roundabout Theorem for those important functionals alSO.

A. BRILLARD:

SubdifFerential inequalities and asymptotic analysis of elliptic par
tial differential equations

It is known that the solution U of an elliptic partial differential equation, writ
ten in divergence form, is also in many cases the solution of a minimization
problem: F(u) = min"eK F(v), where K is a closed subset of- a functional
space (generally a Sobolev space).

Many situations have been stu~ied in the last years, where the solution de
pends on a small parameter e: flows of viscous fluids in periodic porous
media [3], adhesive thin films bonding elastic materials (5), elliptic equations
involving critical Sobolev exponents [2],...

In order to describe the mathematical behavior of (uc)c, when c. goes to 0,
it can be useful to prove the convergence of the associated functionals (F,:)c,
in a sense which implies the convergence of the minimizers: the so-called
epi-convergence [1] or r-convergence [4J.

This epi-convergence is established using subdifferential inequalities and ap
propriate test-functions, in order to pass to the limit in these inequalities.

Various examples will illustrate this method.

References

[1] Attouch, H., Variational convergence for functions and operators. Pit
man (London), 1984.
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Zeit. Anal. Anwendungen 13 (4), 615-623 (1994).

[3] Brillard, A., These d'Etat. Montpellier 11 (1990).

[4] De Giorgi, E., Convergence problems for functionals and operators.
Proc. Meeting on "Recent Methods in nonlinear analysis", Rome 1978.
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F. BROCK:

An approach to rearrangement via polarization
(Joint work with A.Yu. Solynin)

Many known symmetrizations - including sorne kind of continuous (k, n)
Steiner symmetrization - can be approximated in LP by a consecutive se
quenee of polarizations. A lot of important functional inequalities (including
integral inequalities of Dirichlet-type and for convolutions, and also compa
rison theorems for partial differential equations) can be proved veryeasily, if
the symmetrization in them is replaced by a polarization. The interaction of
these two principles yields new elementary proofs of the inequalities for the
symmetrization.

B.M. BROWN:

HELP inequalities for 2n-tb order differential equations

This talk diseusses the possibility of a HELP-type inequality for real even
order symmetrie differential expressions. It will be shown that Everitt's con
di tion for the existence of the classical HELP inequality has a matrix ana
logue for inequalities associated with higher order differential expressions.
A number of examples using both analytic and numerical methods wil be

presented.
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R. BROWN, D. EDMUNDS, and J. RAKOSNiK:

Some remarks on higher-order Poincare inequalities

Let n be a (bounded or unbounded) domain in IRn and let W == W(X, Y)
be an abstract m-th order Sobolev space determined by the Danach function
spaces X, Y defined on O. Let F be functional on W with the properties:

(F!) F is continuous;

(F2) F(~u)= AF(u) for all A > 0;

(F3) F(u) =0 ===> u = 0 if u belongs to 1'm-t n W, where 1'm-l ia the class
of polynomials in m.N of degree at most m - 1.

Edmunds, Opic, and RakosDl'k using an approach pioneered by Amide in
1978 have shown that tbe Poincare inequality

(1)

holds if and ooly if A E [0, 1), where A is the ball measure of noncompactness
of the embedding W ~ X. (1) or equivalent inequalities have applicationB
in tbe spectral theory of partial differential equations. However, A is difficult
to calculate, and in most known examples of (1) with n > 1 the embedding
is compact; i.e., A = O. Here we develop an approach which is independent
of A and prove:

THEOREM. Assume that F satisfies (Fl), (F2), and (F3). Suppose also #aat
there exists a Banach function space Z such that W C--+L...+ Z and a (possibly
nonlinear) functional G defined on W, continuous at 0 with respect to the
norm

lIullz,y := lIullz + IIVm ully
such that G(O) == O. Then a sufficient condition for the Poincare inequality
(1) to hold is that the inequality

lIullx $ K. {llullz,y + IG(u)1}

holtIs for all U E W.

This theorem gives new examples of (1) for which 0 < A < 1; as a byproduct
(1) also yields new types of weighted embeddings of the form W '-+ X as
weH as weighted Friedrichs inequalities.
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w. EICHHORN:

Inequalities in the theory of the price index

We introduce and compare several axiomatic approaches for the definition of
price indices with emphasis on inequalities.

M. ESSEN, D.F. SHEA, and C.S. STANTON:

Same best CODstant inequalities of L(log L la-type

Let F = f +ij be analytic in the unit disc with i(O) = O. M. Riesz proved
in 1924 that there is a constant C, such that

(1) 11111, :5 C,lIfll" 1 < p < 00.

The best constant was found by Pichorides in 1972. We consider also Zyg~

mund's inequality from 1929:

(2) lIillt $; A ['" I/llog+ III ~ +B.

Also in 1979, Pichorides proved that for every A> 2/1r, there is a constant
B such that (2) holds.

We give a general method based on Cole's theorem which can be used to
deduce these and other inequalities of this type with best constants. In the
case of (2), we prove that there Are constants A and B such that

(3)

Here 2/-rr is best possible.

This is a special case of the following inequality which holds for 0 < er < 00,

['" lil(log(l + lino-t
$; :a[" IfI(log+ 1/1)"

+A[" 1/1(log+ 1/1)1l1og+log+ \/1 + B.

Here 2/1ra ist best possible; ß = (er - 1)+, and A and B are constants.
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J. FLECKINGER:

Antimaximum principle for some "demilinear" equation
(Joint work with J.P.Gossez, P.Takac, and F. de Thelin)

1- RECALLS

Let n be a regular and bounded domain in IR"; we consider the following
classical equation

(1) -~u = au +f in 0; u =0 on an.
Here I E L2(O) is given; a is a real parameter. Denote by "\1 the principal
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian and by VJ the associated eigenfunction
such that: .~::"--

-ßep = .,\t'P in 0; r.p =0 on an.
If we impose 11<pIIL2 = 1 and ep > 0, then <p ia unique.

It is weIl known that:

If a < "\1, then there exists a unique solution u; moreover "if f ~ 0, I ~ 0,
then u ~ o. We say that (1) satisfies tbe maximum principle if for I ~ 0,
f ~ 0, any solution u is also nonnegative. The maximum principle holds for.
(1) if and ooly if a < "\1.

If a = .,\1J the Fredholm alternative holds; (1) has a solution if and ooly if
f cp/ =O. This implies immediately that if a = ~1 and if f ~ 0, f ~ 0, theD
(1) has DO solution.

(
It has beeo proved by Clement-Peletier in 1979 that

Proposition: (Antimaximum Principle). If f E L1(fl), and f ;:: 0,
f ~ 0, then there ezists 6(f) > 0 such that if..\1 < a < '\1 + 6(f), any
solution to (1) satifies (*):

u < 0 in 0; 8u/8nltJn > 0

where a/an denotes the ezterior normal derivative.

11- THE p-LAPLACIAN

We give a new proof of the antimaximum pnDciple which can be adapted to
the "p-Laplacian" :

(2)

If f E Loo and smooth, we show that:
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- Maximum principle holds for (2) je and onIy if a < At, where At denotes in
that case the principal eigenvalue of the Dirichlet p-Laplacian.

- If f 2:: 0, f ~ 0, and if a = Al, then (2) has DO solution in W~·p.

- There exists 6(f) > 0 such that if At < a < Al +6(f) then the antimaximum
principle holds for (2), i.e. u statisfies (*).

111- THE "DEMILINEAR" EQUATION:

CODsider now

(3) -~u = au+ - 00- +f in 0; u =0 on an,
where as above f E Loo; here u+ = maz(u, 0) and u = u+ - u-.

Theorem 1. The mazimum principle holds for (3) if and only ij b < Al _

Theorem 2. Assume that J ~ 0j f ~ 0, and let B :5 o. Then there erists
6(/, B) > 0, such that for At < a < Al +6(f, B}, for B < b < Al + 6(/, B),
the antimazimum principle holda, i.e., an!! solution u satisfies (*).

Corollary 1. Let / be as in Theorem 2 and let B :c5 o. Then there ezists
6(f, B) > 0 such that (3) has RO solution when At < a < '\1 +6(/, B) and
B < b< At-

Corollary 2. Let f be as above. There exists 6(/) > 0 such that (3) has at
least f solutions when a < Al and Al < b < Al +6(f)·

M. FLUCHER:

Sobolev inequality for general functionals and low energy limits

In collaboration with S. Müller [1] we study variational problems of the form

with small E. The corresponding Euler equation is the semilinear Dirichlet
problem

A!!'(UI!) in 0,

o on an

with large Ae •
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Our goal is to obtain qualitative information on the extremals Ue as E: ~ o.
First we derive a generalized Sobolev inequality. It covers Sobolev's and Poin
car«Ps inequality for capacity as special cases. Then we show that maximizers
concentrate at a single point in the sense of the concentration-compactness
alternative of P.L. Lions. In a second. paper we identify the concentration
point. It turns out to be a harmonie center of {} [2]. Finally we show that the
extremals suitably rescaled in x tend ta an entire solution of the variational
problem. The nonlinearity f is allowed to be discontinuous. Thus the results
apply to certain' free-boundary problems as weil [3].

References

[2] Handle, C., Flucher M., Harmonie radius and eoneentration of energr,

hyperbolic radius and LiouyiHe's equation ßu = eil and ßu = u~.
SIAM Review 38-2 (to appear).

[3] Flucher, M., Rumpf, M. Bernoulli '8 free-boundary problem, qualitative
theory and numerical approximation. J. reine angew. Math. (submit
ted).

T. FURUTA:

A ~ B 2: 0 ensures (Br AI'B")l /q 2: (Bf' BI'Br)l lq ror r 2: 0, p ~ 0,
q ~ 1 with (1+2r)q ~ p+2p and its applications

In what folIows, a capitalletter means a bounded linear operator on a com
plex Hilbert 9pace H. An operator T ia said to be positive (in symbol: T ~ 0)
if (Tx, x) ~ 0 for all zEH. As an extension of the Löwner-Heinz theorem,
we establish the following "order preserving operator inequalities".

Theorem A (1987). lf A ~ B ~ 0, then for each r ~ 0

(i)

and

(ii)

hold for p and q such that p ;?: 0 and q ~ 1 with (1 +2r)q ;?: p +2r.

13
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Theorem A yields the following famous Löwner-Heinz inequality when we
put r = 0 in (i) or (H) of Theorem A: A ~ B ~ 0 ensures AQ ~ BQ for any
Q E [0,1].
Several applications of Theorem A are discussed.

R.GER:

De"lta-exponential mappings in Banach algebras

An intriguing interplay hetween the theory of delta-convex mappings (in
the sense of ·VeselY and Zajieek) and the Hyers-Ulam stability problems ia
developed by studying a functional inequality

IIF(x + y) - F(x)F(y)1I :5 f(x)/(y) - f(x +y).

This is an "exponential version" of the inequality

IIF(x + y) - F(x) - F(y)1I $ IIxll + lIylI -lIx +ylf,

proposed first by D. Vost and then generalized to

IIF(x + y) - F(x) - F(y)1I ~ fex) - f(y) - fex +y).

Superstability phenomenon in connection with (*) is examined and reported

on.

M. GOLDBERG:

Homotonic mappings

Let V be a complex linear space of bounded complex-valued functions defined
on an arbitrary set T. A functional tp : V ~ C will be called homotonic if

I/I ~ 9 implies Icp(/)I $ rp(g), I, 9 E V.

The same will hold for a mapping ~ : V ~ V from V ioto itself.

In the first part we obtain bounds for homotonic functionals, by means of
the usual sup norms,

11/1100 == BUp If(t)l, f E V.
tET
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We provide several examples regarding weIl known functionals on matrices,

such as the spectral radius, the. numerical radius, and two families of I" norms.

The second part is devote<! to homotonic ma.ppings and to bounds obtained

by weighted sup norms of tbe form

IIfllw,oo == sup Iw{t)f{t)l, f E V,
'eT

where w ia a positive member of V, bounded away from zero. Much of the

discussion addresses the case where V is. an a9sociative algebra, and x, the

multiplica.tion in V, is homotonic, i.e.,

We give simple conditions on the weight function w that aBaure power boun

dedness for 11· "tu,oo. Our main result proves that (or U. fltu,oo, multiplicati

vity, strong stability, and quadrativity, are each equivalent to tbe condition

Iw-21:S w-1 •

W.K. HAYMAN:

A uniqueness theorem for the Nevanlinna class N

Suppose that J(z) E N, i.e., f( z) is meromorphic of bounded characteristic

in D: Izl < 1 (so that f(z) = /1(Z)//2(Z), where If,(z)J < 1 in D).

Let Zn be a sequence in D such that, as n -+ 00,

We define
Tln =nIZk - znl,

k

where the product is taken over all /c, such that 0 < IZfc - znl < ~(l - IZnD.

Then if, as n --+ 00,

(1 - 'znD log <I/(zn)/'1nl) --+ -00, we conclude j(z) == o.

This result refines a theorem of Danikas (1994) and also generalises a theorem

oe Khavinson (1963). A proof of the theorem will be sketched and some

consequences and examples discussed.
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D. HINTON:

Some extremal properties of eigenvalue problems
(Joint work with· R.C. Brown and S. Schwabik)

We derive upper and lower bounds for the eigenvalues of second order eigen
value problems by applying a one-dimensional Sobolev inequality and Prüfer
transformations. The bounds Are in terms of integrals of the coeflicients.
Applications are given to counting eigenvalues in intervals '( -00, ~], estima
ting eigenvalue gaps, Liapunov inequalities, and de La Va.lee.-Poussin type
inequalities. For the operator L(1I) = _y" +q(%)y with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, a new p~f is given for maximizing eigenvalueS subject to an LI
norm constra.int on q.

B. KAWOHL:

On the minimal deformation of a membrane under rearrangement
of a given load

Let n c Rn be a bounded domain and let 0 :5 10 E L9(n) with q > n/2 be
given. Consider the Poisson problem -ßu = /0 in 0, u = 0 on an. Clearly
u depends on /0. Now vary the right hand side in the differential equation
over the set K(Jo) := {I E L9(fl)1 / is equimeasurable to Ja}.

Under which rearrangement of /0 .does the Lp-norm of u become minimal?
Does the answer depend on p?

Intuitively one will redistribute /0 in such a way that the maximal load is close
to thc boundary an. In the lecture this heuristic reasoning is replaced by a
proof, in the course of which the class of admissible loads 1 is first enlarged
to the convex huH C(fo) of K(fo). Then it is shown that minimizing loads
are actually located in the extremal points of C(/a), i.e., in K(/o).

The problem was discovered by my daughter Anne while we were hanging
up laundry. However, the proofs were faund in cooperation with V. Ferone,
A. Alvino, and G. Trombetti from Naples.

K. KARTAK:

Generalized integrations and inqualities

Solutions of ordinary differential equations x' = f(t, x) with Caratheodory 1
are considered, using an axiomatized integration. Special paradoxical results
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will be 'mentioned (nonexistence or nonuniqueness of solutions in the linear
case).

Some questions concerning multipliers of / E P (= Perron integrable) are
discussed. An estimate for

is given.

H. KÖNIG:

ConstructioD of measures, and a general inequality ror non-additive
set functioDS

For some time the author works on the aim to restructure those parts of
measure theory which deal witb tbe construction of measures from more
primitive data, as circumscribed by the extension theorem of Caratheodory
and the representation theorems of Daniell-Stone and Riesz. The basie idea
is to replace the traditional outer measure due to Caratheodory by sorne
new outer and inner envelopes for set functions. This idea led to substantial
extensions of the above theorems and to a unifieation of the entire discipline.
At the same time the new formations turned out to be usefu) in the domain
of the so-called non-additive set functions. The lecture presents a general
inequality on isotone set funetiona which ia a far extension and simplification
of the famous capacitability theorem due to Choquet 1959.

Q. KONG and A. ZETTL:

Inequalities for eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville problems

The prevailing method for studying the dependence of the eigenvalues on
the problem data is based on tbe variational charaeterization, in particular
the min-max theorem. Here we present an entirely different approach. This
consists simply of eomputing tbe derivatives and is earried out for: the end
points, the boundary eonditions, the coeflicients and tbe weight funetion. In
the latter cases the derivative is in the sense of Frechet in the Banach spare
LI which, we believe, i5 the natural space in which to study tbe regular
Sturm-Liouville problems.
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A. KUFNER:

Interpolation inequalities in sum and product form in weighted
spaces

We deal with inequalities of the type

and
IIVjulix :5 c(IIVm ulix + lIullz),

with non-negative integers j, m, 0 ~ j :5 m. Here, Vi ia the gradient of
order i and X, Y, Z are weighted Lebesgue or Hölder spaces. Conditions
on the weights will be given which guarantee the validity of the inequalities
mentioned. Also fractional order derivatives will be considered.

L. LOSONCZI:

Minkowski's inequality Car two variable homogeneous mean values
(Joint work with Zs. Pales)

We study Minkowski's inequality

(1)

and its reverse

where M is either the "SUffi mean"

(
G+ G) 1/(a-b)

80 ,6(%, y) = :6 +:6

or the "difference mean"

(x, y > 0, (l # 0)

(

XO_ yO b ) 1/(a-b)

Datb(X,y) = -----6--b
a x-y

(x, y > 0, x # y, abCa - b) ~ 0),

a, b being (real) parameters.

In both cases we determine the exact domain of the parameters (a, b) such
that (1) or (2) holds.
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E.R. LOVE:

A conjectured inequality of T.J. Lyons

Tbe conjectured inequality is

(an) (on)!
where . = ( .)'( ( _ '»" 0 :5 Q :5 1 and 0 :5 z :5 1.QJ OJ . a n J .

We have proofs of this for a(n +1) :5 1 and a little more. We are fairly
confident that for fixed n the left aide is concave in z, and is an increasing
function of a; but this confidence ia b~ partlyon numerical calculatio~!~:::'

of particular caseB. Some weaker inequalities have been proved, but this one~

still awaits proof or disproof.

M. MARCUS:

An inequality in Sobolev spaces

Consider the energy integral,

wbere n is a domain in lRn satisfying tbe cone condition, 1 S q < p, n < mq.
To simplify same expressions we assume also that f! has unit volume. We
are interested in determining the rate of increase of In(u) as lIullLoo --+ 00

while iJutlL1 remains bounded or at least satisfies the inequality

(2)

where k is "Iarge" . This question comes up in the investigation of a varia
tional problem with small parameters. To answer this question we establish
the following result:

There exist positive constants c, k such that

(3)
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for all u satisfying (2). We note that p - nß > q. The exponent (p - n(3) ia
optimal, i.e., the inequality does not hold (in general) for larger exponents.

Inequality (3) can be reformulated in homogeneous form,

(4) lIulJLoo :5 c'lul~,qlul;(l-C7),

where lulm" = (Ia EI..I=m IlJOul't', [ul; = (Ja [uiP- (Ja lul)P) IIp and
(T = n/[m(p - n,8)]. This inequality is similar to tbe corresponding case of
the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality:

(5) JlullLGD :5 c"lIullwna"lIulli;C7.
Clearly (4) implies (5) for those ~ction8 U E Wm,q(fl) which satisfy (2). It
can be shown that (5) does not imply (4), DO matter how large is /c.

G.V. MILANOVIC:

Integral inequalities ror algebraic polynomials

Let Pn be the class of all algebraic polynomials P(x) Eakx" of de-
"=0

gree at most n and UPllda = (fR IP(x)l2du(x)) 1/2, where du(x) ia a non-
negative measure on IR. 'We determine the best constant in the inequality
lakl :5 Cn ,k(dO')IJPllcUr' for k = 0,1, ... , n, when P E 1'" and such that
P(~k) = 0, k = 1, ... ,m. The cases C".,,(da) and C".,,-t (dO") were studied by
Milanovic and Guessab [1], and on1y for tbe Legendre measure by Tariq [3].
In particular, we consider tbe cases when the measure du(x) corresponds to
some classes of orthogonal polynomials on the realline. For many details in
this subject we refer to our monograph [2].

Let mEIN, a 3 > 0, s = 0, 1, ... , 2m - 1 and co"E:t, •.• ,E::;Zm-l be (2m)-th ~

roots of unity, Le., E. = exp (iTrs/m), s = 0,1, ... , 2m - 1. We introduce ..
orthogonal polynomials relative to the inner product

2m-t 1
(/,g) = L E:;l f(z)g(z)lw(z)1 dz,

.lI=0 I.

where I. are the radial rays in the complex plane which connect t4e origin
z =°and the points a.llC., S = 0,1, ... , 2m - 1, and z .-. w(z) is a suitable
complex (weight) function, and then we investigate sorne inequalities and
extremal problems in L2-norm for polynomials P E 'P.

20
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R.N. MOHAPATRA:

Bernstein t pye inequalities for rational functions

Bernstein type inequalities for polynomials provide estimates for the deriva
tives of a polYJlomial in terms of the norm of tbe· polynomial. The extremaJ
results show connection between the Ioeation of zeros of the polynomial and
these estimates are k09wn. We consider several recent extensions to rational
functions when we have information about zeros of the rational function and .
when we know about information on the poles. We shall also indicate new 
directions of research associated with it.

R.J: NESSEL:

A resonance principle with rates in connection with pointwise esti
mates for the approximation by interpolation processese (Joint work with L. Imhof)

Recently there have been established va.rious results concemed with rates of
convergence for a number of important interpolation processes. It is the pur
pose of this paper to discuss some of the relevant poin"twise estimates in the
light of our previous general resonance principle with rates. This principle
indeed delivers a condensation of singularities on the limes superior of ar
bitrary, not necessarily countable index sets. More specifica1ly, with the aid
of the Borel-Cantelli lemma it is shown that a direct theorem of P. Vertesi
(1971) and J. Szabados (1986) for a trigonometrie (0, M)-interpolation pro
cess (M odd) is sharp on a set of full measure. The same holds true in
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connection with an equivalence assertion obtained by X.L. Zhou (1993) for
the approximation by the classical Fejer-Hermite polynomials, the existence
of a counterexample is established, simultaneously delivering the sharpness
of the Jackson as weIl as of the Bernstein estimate on sets of full measure.
Based on the resonance principle mentioned and on a. convergent interpola
tory process constructed by Szabados-Vertesi it is even possible to show that
tbe Jackson estimate of Zhou is sharp for all points.

Zs. pALES:

Separation with bilinear and quadratic functioDS and inequalities
for second order derivatives of nonsmooth functions

Assume that X is a locally conyex linear 8pace and that P : X x X --+' m.
and R : X x X -+ [-oo,oo[ are positively bihomogeneous functions

P(>.x, y) = P(x, >.y) = >'P(z, y)

R(>'x, y) = R(x, >.y) = >'R(x, y)

Consider the following three problems:

far >. > 0, X, Y E X.

I. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of abilinear
function Q : X x X --+ IR such that

R ~ Q ~ P on X x X.

11. Find necessary and sufficient conditions {or the existence of abilinear
funetion Q : X x X --+ m. such that Q $ P on X x X.

111. Characterize those functions P which are pointwise suprema of families
of bilinear functions, i.e.,

P(x, y) =sup {Q(x, y) : Q is bilinear and Q ~ P}.

These questions are motivated by searching for first and second order deri
vatives for nonsmooth funetions.

All the above three problems are solved, .and also analogous problems with
symmetrie bilinea.r functions and positive semidefinite symmetrie bilinear
functions are discussed.
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J. PECARIC:

Aritbmetic mean - geometrie mean and related matrix inequalities

Arithmetic mean - geometrie mean ineq'uality for two positive definite Her
mitian matrices is a weil known result. Recently, M. Sagae and K. Tanabe
(Lin. Multilin. Alg. 37 (1994), 279-282) proved a weighted generealization
of this result in" a case of n positive definite Hermitian matrices. These and
other recent results Are explained.

C.E.M. PEARCE:

Inequalities of Gauß type

Gauß' inequality
:I 5

v:I ~ 9" V4

connecting the second and fourth absolute moments of a distribution with
nonnegative support and nonincreasing density function has been refined
and extended in a number of ways. We review a rieh body of recent work,
much not yet published or still in progress, which has developed frorn two
extensions by P61ya. Versions now exist incorporating a number of functions,.,
discrete distributions and derivatives of first and higher order.

M. PLUM:

Numerical existence proofs for weak solutions of nonlinear elliptic
boundary value problems

Consider tbe nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem

(1) UEm'(O), LrVuoVr.p+F(x,u)r.p)dx=O (r.pE~(O),

where n C lRn is some bounded Lipschitz domain, and F : n x lR. -+ IR
is a C1·smooth nonlinearity with subcritical growth at 00. In the lecture, a
computer-assisted method for proving the existence of a solution of problem
(.1) within an explicit ffll(O).neigborhood of some approximate solution w E
H~(n), will be presented. It is based on the computation of abound tor tbe
defect -Llw+F(·,w) in the norm of the dual space H_1(O),.of a (H_ 1 -+ J1fl)
norm hound for the inverse of the linear operator L : m(n) -+ H_t (0)
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obtained by linearization of problem (1) at W, and of the constants in some
Sobolev inequalities. 'Numerical examples will illustrate the method.

Th.M. RASSIAS:

On a problem of S.M. Ulam and the asymptotic stability of the
Cauchy functional equatioD with applications

In 1940 S.M. Ulani proposed the following problem. Given a group Gt., a
metric group G2 with metric d(o,:) and a positive number E, does there exist
a 6 > 0 such that if I : GI -+ G2 satisfies

d(f(xll),f(z)f(y» < 6 for ~ %,Y E GI,

then a homomorphism h : GI -+ G2 exists with

d(f(z), h(x)) '5 e for all z E Gt ?

Some new results for Ulam'8 problem are proved. It is also explained how the
Hyers-Ulam stability theory can be used to study tbe asymptotic derivative
of some nonlinear operators especially in fixed point theory.

J. RÄTZ:

Convexity of power funetions with respect to symmetrie homoge
neous means

If M : IR.~ x IR~ -+ IR~ is an lR.~-homogeneous symmetrie mea.n, briefly M E
m, then a function t.p : m.~ -+ lR~ is ealled

strictly M-eonvex if cp[M(x,y)] < M[cp(x),cp(y)],

M-affine if cp[M(x,y)] = M[«p(x),cp(y)],

strictly M-concave if cp[M(x, y)] ~ M[cp(x),cp(y)]

(far all x, y E IR~, x 'F y).

It is elear that the funetion C(Jp : x ~ xP (p E IR) is u-affine (0' the geometrie
mean) for every p E IR and

strictly Mc-convex if c(p2 - p) > 0,

strictly Mc-concave if C(p2 - p) < 0,
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(

c + C) l/c
where Mc(x,y):= T (e ~ 0).

This last result is extended to two 2-parameter families (Er,,)r,.eR (Stolarski
means) and (M",)r,.ell (Gini means) containing all power means Me and u,
Instead of c(y - p) >, = or < 0 we may have there (r +s)(y - p) >, =or
<0.

Cases of M E m are shown where tbe situation for the power functions is
completely different.

J. RÄTZ:

Convex functions with respect to the logarithmic mean
(Joint work with J. Matkowski)

If L : (0, (0) X (0, (0) -+ (0,00) denotes the logarithmic mean and I an open
subinterval of (0, (0), then a function cp : I ~ (0,00) is called convex with,
respect to L (briefly L-convex) if

fP[L(z,y)] ~ L[r.p(z),r.p(y)] for all z,y E I.

Strict L-convexity aB weil as (strict) L-concavity are defined analogously.

The power functions x 1-+ xl' (x E (0,00), pER) are classified with re
spect to L-convexity and L-concavity, and the inequality between L and the
arithmetic and the geometrie means is obtained as a corollary.

The method of proof leads to more general considerations and to a charac
terization of the weighted geometrie mean.

W. REICHEL:

A strong comparison principle for the radial p-Laplacian

For the p--Laplacian operator ~pu =div(lV'ulp-2Vu), P > 1, the strang com
parison principle (SCP) states, that rar two functions v, w with

~pw+f(x,w) ~ ßpv+f(x,v) inadomain n
w ~ v on an

the alternative w =v or w > v in n holds. Here f(x, u) is a locally lipschitz
and decreasing funetion of u.
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(SCP) holds under the requirements v, w E C2(n)nc(n) and Vv, Vw =1= 0 in
fl. By an example of Walter, it is known that (SCP) can fail if V'v, Vw i- ·0
is violated.

The operator ß p , acting on functions u depending only on r = lxi, can be
viewed as an ordinary differential operator of second order

L:-1u = rl-N(rN-llu'IP-2u').

We give smoothness conditions on f(r, u), such that (SCP) holds under the
modified assumption

o~'L:-IW + f(r, w) ~. L:-1tJ + f(r, v) in [0, b] .
W ~ v at r =.0, b.

The main tool to prove (SCP) in the radial case is the study of the initial
value problem for the operator L:;-I.

s. SAITOH:

Natural norm inequalities in nonlinear transforms

Let E be an arbitrary nonvoid abstract set and let HK(E) be a Hilbert
(possibly finite-dimensional) space admitting a reproducing kernel K(p, q) on
E. Then, the Hilbert space HK(E) is composed of complex-valued functions
f (p) on E such that

(1) K(·, q) E HK(E) for any fixed q E E

and, for any member f of HK(E) and Cor any fixed point q of E,

(2) (f(·),K(o,q»HK = f(q).

In general, a reproducing kernel K(p, q) on E satisfying (1) and (2) is uni
quely determined by the Hilbert space HK(E) and ia a positive matrix in the
sense that for any points {Pi}j of E and {ar any camplex numbers {Cj};

(3) L CjCj,K(Pi"P;) ~ O.
i.j'

Conversely, a positive matrix K(p, q) on E satisfying (3) determines unique
Iy a functional Hilbert space (reproducing kernel Hilbert space == RKHS)
HK(E) satisfying (1) and (2). '
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We shall consider RKHS HK(E) as an input function space of the following
nonlinear transform

(4)
00

f(J: f E HK(E) -+ Ldn{p)f(p)n,
n=O

where {ein(p)} are nonvanishing functions on E. We shall see that the non
vanishing &Ssumption on the functions {dn(p)} is not essential, in our argu
ments.

In this nonlinear transform 'P, we shall show that the im.ages V'(!), ! E
HK(E), belong to a Hilbert 8pare H which is naturally determined by the
nonlinear transform t,p, and there exists a natural norm inequality between
the two norms 1I~(J)IIH and IIJIIHK.
Some general theorems lor these facts and their miscellaneous applications
with ooncrete norm inequalities are givene ..~

G. TALENTI:

An inequality by L.E. Fraenkel

We present an approach to the following inequality:

1+00 1+00 {j+oo 1+00
dy }P/2dx cp"y-2-p/2dy :5 const. dx (e,o; + cp~)--00 0 -00 0 y

considered by L. E. Fraenkel. Such an approach is based on the isoperimetrie
inequality for the hyperbolic plane.

P. VOLKMANN:

Die Funktionalgleichung fez) + max{f(y), f( -V)} == max{f(z + 11),
fez -v)}
(Gemeinsame Arbeit mit R.M. Redheffer)

Es sei G eine abelsche Gruppe. Eine Funktion f : G -+ Rlöst die Funktional
gleichung genau dann, wenn sie additiv ist oder wenn sie folgende Form
besitzt: fex) = la(x) + pi - p mit P ~ 0 und erner additiven Funktion
a:G-=.1R..
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w. WALTER:

A new method in the theory of differential inequalities

A method based on monotonicity arguments is presented, which turns out
to be simple and effective' when dealing with comparison theorems and ma
ximum principles for ordinary differential equations. The following problems
are dis~ussed.

1. A generalization oI M. Hirsch's theorem on strictly monotone 8.ows ge- e
nerated by a system y'(t) = f(t, y), where f satisfies only Caratheooory
hypotheses and ia locally Lipschitz continuous and quasimonotone in-
creasing in 11.

2. Minimum and colQparison theorems for" second order differential equa
tions of the for~ (f,O(z,u'»' +g(z,u) = 0, where cp(z,s) is-defined in
J x lR, J = [a, b], and increasing in s. In particular, the 'radial L\
a.nd ~JI operator in m.ft and tbe Monge-Ampere operator det (D3U ) for
radial solutions are covered.

3. Comparison theorems for initial value problems (cp(z, u'»' = g(x, u),
u(xo) = uo, u'(xo) = "t, and applications to existence and uniqueness
for radial solutions of blow-up problems for the equation d"u = g(r, u)
are treated.

Berichterstatter: M. Plum
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